The process of creating your own unique wall-bed begins with the
proven, sturdy Murphy mechanism. Offering fingertip operation, it’s
sleek, counterbalanced and spring-loaded for minimal effort. Add the
mattress of your choice in queen, full or twin. Then begin the creative
exploration with the almost limitless range of Showplace wood, style
04.04

and finish options. (Get to know them at ShowplaceWood.com) Add
cabinets to the sides for storage and display. Place an open cabinet
above a horizontal bed and give your big flat-screen an elegant home.
Top off the creation with valances and moldings. In the end, you’ll have
transformed unused space into an outstanding home feature.
Talk to your Showplace designer to learn more…

04.01

A bright, sunny personality is created with a
painted finish on the elegant Summit Inset door
style. Side units provide both out-of-sight storage and open display spaces.

04.02

Rest and relaxation combine with the perfect
home for a large flat-panel TV, and room for a
guest. Note how the glass doors flanking the
TV add a touch of furniture appeal.

04.03

A convincing deception is created by attaching doors and drawer headers to the Wall-Bed
face. When closed, this handsome unit assumes
the identity of an elegant hutch.

Create your own
Murphy Wall-Bed
customized to fit
your needs and space
with the complete
creative freedom of
Showplace cabinetry.
1-877-607-2200
Harrisburg, South Dakota
Showplace Wood Products is a
certified member of the Environmental
Stewardship Program of the Kitchen
Cabinet Manufacturers Association.
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All sizes:
15-7/8” deep

Horizontal
Twin: 80”

Whatever the need or the space, Murphy Wall-Beds can open new
options in your home. Offered in many sizes and configurations, these
versatile workhorses can be completely customized in your choice of
wood, style and finish. You can add display or storage spaces as shown
here, and dress it up as much or as little as you please. Our Wall-Bed
cabinetry has top-quality all-wood construction backed by a limited
lifetime warranty.

V.Twin: 82-7/16”
Full: 82-7/16”
Queen: 87-7/16”
Horiz.
Twin:
49-11/16”

Unlike sofa beds and futons, Murphy beds don’t use a folding mattress so
there are no bars or lumps to sleep on. Use any mattress up to 11” thick
for a comfortable night’s sleep. No box spring is needed. Velcro straps
are provided to hold bedding in place when closed. The folding support
leg is angled to prevent stubbed toes, and the powder-coated aluminum
mechanism is lightweight, rated to support up to 2000 pounds.

Vertical Twin: 44-1/2”
Full: 59-1/2”
Queen: 65-1/2”

Projects 85” from wall

Projects 85” from wall
02.02

Projects 85” from wall

Horizontal twin bed
with functional upper
cabinets and TV space.
Overall dimensions:
80” wide x 15-7/8” deep
79-11/16” tall

03.02

Horizontal twin bed
with functional upper
cabinet and shelves.
Overall dimensions:
80” wide x 15-7/8” deep
79-11/16” tall

03.03

These design ideas aren’t
your only options. These are just
suggestions to illustrate some of
the possibilities. Each Showplace
Murphy Wall-Bed is a unique creation, defined by your home, your
preferences and your lifestyle. A
Showplace designer can help you
take your ideas to reality.

114” wide
18” deep

Projects 49” from wall
02.03

Projects 90” from wall

Home office unit:
Vertical full bed
with functional cabinets,
shelves and desk.

107-1/2” wide
15-7/8” deep
Projects 49” from wall

Vertical queen bed
with functional outer
cabinets and shelves.
Overall dimensions:
107-1/2” wide x
15-7/8” deep,
87-7/16” tall

Vertical full bed
with functional outer
cabinets and shelves.
Overall dimensions:
107-1/2” wide x 21” deep
82-7/16” tall

Projects 85” from wall

02.01

03.01

Distance from wall to foot of bed when open:
•Vertical twin, full: 85” •Vertical queen: 90” •Horizontal twin: 49”

Vertical twin bed
with functional outer
cabinets and shelves.
Overall dimensions:
86-1/2” wide x 21” deep
82-7/16” tall

Vertical full bed
with hidden internal shelves.
Overall dimensions:
77-1/2” wide x
15-7/8” deep,
82-7/16” tall

Two vertical twin beds
with functional
center cabinets.
Overall dimensions:
119” wide x 21” deep
82-7/16” tall

02.04
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03.04
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mattress of your choice in queen, full or twin. Then begin the creative
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and finish options. (Get to know them at ShowplaceWood.com) Add
cabinets to the sides for storage and display. Place an open cabinet
above a horizontal bed and give your big flat-screen an elegant home.
Top off the creation with valances and moldings. In the end, you’ll have
transformed unused space into an outstanding home feature.
Talk to your Showplace designer to learn more…
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